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The product-limit formula estimates the pro.
portion of organisms or physical devices sur-
viving beyond any age t, even when some of
the items are not observed to die or fail, and
the sample is rather small. The actuarial and
reduced-sample methods are also studied.
[The Science Citation Index® (SCI®) and the
Social Sciences Citation Index® (SSCI®) indi-
cate that this paper has been cited in over
1,495 publications since 1961.)

April 15, 1983
“This paper began in 1952 when Paul

Meier at Johns Hopkins University (now
at the University of Chicago) encoun-
tered Greenwood’s paper1 on the dura-
tion of cancer. A year later at Bell Tele-
phone Laboratories I became interest-
ed in the lifetimes of vacuum tubes in
the repeaters in telephone cables bur-
ied in the ocean. When I showed my
manuscript to John W. Tukey, he in-
formed me of Meier’s work, which al-
ready was circulating among some of
our colleagues. Both manuscripts were
submitted to the Journal of. the
American Statistical Association, which
recommended a joint paper. Much cor-
respondence over four years was re-
quired to reconcile our differing ap-
proaches, and we were concerned that
meanwhile someone else might publish
the idea.

“The nonparametric estimate speci-
fies a discrete distribution, with all the
probability concentrated at a finite
number of points, or else (for a large
sample) an actuarial approximation
thereto, giving the probability in each
of a number of successive intervals.
This paper considers how such esti-

mates are affected when some of the
lifetimes are unavailable (censored) be-
cause the corresponding items have
been lost to observation, or their life-
times are still in progress when the data
are analyzed. Such items cannot sim-
ply be ignored because they may tend
to be longer-lived than the average.

“The result is that every item rhas an
age tr’ associated with it, but some of
the tr’ correspond to deaths (or
failures), and some to losses (from ob-
servation). Now let the t! be listed and
labeled in order of increasing magni-
tude, so that one has O~t1’~t
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Then the product-limit estimate of the
proportion sur,~ivingbeyond the age t is
the product P(t) = llr[(N — r)/(N — r+ 1)1,
where rassumes those values (from 1 to
N) such that tr~ t and tr’ corresponds
to a death.

“This means that to each age t’ at
which a death is observed, there is as-
~igned the probability P(t’—O) —

P(t’+O), t~eamount by which the step-
function P(t) decreases at the point t’.
The most intuitive derivation of the for-
mula is as a product of the conditional
survival probabilities (N — r)/(N — r+ 1),
which would be obtained by the actu-
arial method if the intervals were made
so short that each contained only one
death.

“Meier’s 1975 paper2,, obtained as-
ymptotic properties for P(t) considered
as a stochastic process. Three more re-
cent publications3-5 are listed below.

“Presumably this paper is frequently
cited because it gives a good presenta-
tion of a simple solution to a problem
often encountered by researchers. (It
has also been used in a seminar intend-
ed to introduce students to the use of
the literature.) Similar objectives have
motivated my recent book, Mathemati-
cal Programming and Games.”6
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